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Your Top 5 Themes
Input
Connectedness
Learner
Intellection
Empathy

Input
Shared Theme Description
People who are especially talented in the Input theme have a craving to know more. Often they like to
collect and archive all kinds of information.

Your Personalized Strengths Insights
What makes you stand out?
By nature, you treasure books and other publications because they are rich sources of information.
You regard the printed word as a gateway to a vast world of new ideas. Your quest to interpret events,
grasp facts, or understand concepts appears limitless. Frequently you read to broaden your
perspective on very familiar, as well as altogether unfamiliar, topics. It’s very likely that you relish
conversations with people whose vocabulary is as sophisticated as their thinking. Discussing
philosophies, theories, or concepts is exhilarating. You do not have to translate this or that word or
explain the basic points of a complex thought. You love to ask questions and be readily understood.
As engaged as you are in the dialogue, you still make a point of pulling together insights so you can
use this knowledge later. Driven by your talents, you are apt to feel good about life the moment you
can sit down and read. For you, the acquisition of information is a basic need. Probably for you,
following the twists and turns of a well-crafted plot populated with interesting characters is a form of
relaxation. Because of your strengths, you employ your passion for reading to collect lots of good
ideas for resolving issues, fixing mistakes, or overcoming obstacles. The act of reading allows you to
generate options for dealing with all sorts of predicaments — that is, difficult, perplexing, or trying
situations. Chances are good that you are known for being well-read. This explains why people seek
you out to solicit your point of view on various topics. Others’ questions routinely inspire you to delve
more deeply into subjects. By reading, you continually add fresh ideas to your mind’s storehouse of
information.
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Connectedness
Shared Theme Description
People who are especially talented in the Connectedness theme have faith in the links between all
things. They believe there are few coincidences and that almost every event has a reason.

Your Personalized Strengths Insights
What makes you stand out?
Driven by your talents, you feel wonderful about life, especially when you become a link between
individuals or groups. Many people would not have known one another if you had not stepped into
their lives. Instinctively, you routinely isolate facts that link ideas, events, or people. You are especially
sensitive to how one person’s optimistic or negative thoughts can affect the entire human family. This
prompts you to pay close attention to what individuals and groups think and do. Because of your
strengths, you sense every event is somehow the consequence of a series of actions, reactions, or
lack of actions. You can accept that which cannot be fully explained using logic. You say there are no
accidents. You are confident that things are linked together for a purpose that may or may not be
revealed to you. By nature, you want people to seek your company and crave your friendship.
Although you often sense you somehow know a person the very instant you meet, you usually are
awed by the existence of this unexplainable yet very real bond. It’s very likely that you consider
people more important than things. The value you place on humankind guides your decision-making.
It also influences what you say and do as well as what you choose not to say and do.

Learner
Shared Theme Description
People who are especially talented in the Learner theme have a great desire to learn and want to
continuously improve. In particular, the process of learning, rather than the outcome, excites them.

Your Personalized Strengths Insights
What makes you stand out?
Because of your strengths, you feel really upbeat about life when your desire to acquire knowledge or
skills is regularly satisfied. This means you grow increasingly unhappy with a job or assignment that
fails to challenge your mind. Being forced to do the same thing day after day can be depressing. Even
when individuals in positions of authority repeatedly reward you and tell you how much they value
your performance, you eventually have much difficulty disguising your dissatisfaction. Chances are
good that you may feel life is wonderful when you can channel your mental or physical energy into
things that intrigue you. Perhaps your interest is piqued — that is, awakened or aroused — by certain
activities, ideas, problems, opportunities, or people. Driven by your talents, you are comfortable
offering suggestions to people who regularly seek your counsel — that is, recommendations about a
decision or course of action they are considering. These individuals usually feel deep affection for
you. You are likely to spend time together socializing as well as working or studying. By nature, you
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acquire knowledge more easily when you can talk with others about ideas, concepts, or theories.
Thoughts come alive for you when questions are posed and answers are proposed. You have a
delightful time thinking out loud and listening to intelligent people express themselves. You naturally
document or store in your mind bits and pieces of discussions. You want to refer back to these
insights or facts whenever the opportunity presents itself. It’s very likely that you absorb all sorts of
information from books, publications, or other written materials. You display a voracious — that is,
never fully satisfied — appetite for knowledge. You devour the written word to savor useful facts. For
you, a great day is one during which you have added new insights to your mind’s storehouse of ideas.

Intellection
Shared Theme Description
People who are especially talented in the Intellection theme are characterized by their intellectual
activity. They are introspective and appreciate intellectual discussions.

Your Personalized Strengths Insights
What makes you stand out?
Chances are good that you derive much pleasure from pondering things deeply. After much
forethought, you customarily reach conclusions, offer new ideas, suggest different ways of looking at
situations, or ask probing questions. It’s very likely that you designate a minimum of five hours a week
for solitary thinking. You probably have figured out how to eliminate distractions and interruptions. You
accept the fact that you have less free time to spend with family, friends, coworkers, teammates, or
classmates. By nature, you are determined to push for changes that will benefit humankind or Earth
itself. Your desire to have an impact motivates you to enter into conversations with intelligent people.
Drawing on their wealth of knowledge and ideas as well as sharing your treasure trove of wisdom is
exciting. These discussions frequently cause you to think in new ways and to reexamine your purpose
in life. Because of your strengths, you are the team member who usually acquires lots of information
by perusing all kinds of written material. These materials can include newspapers, books, memos,
and electronic documents. Instinctively, you are willing to spend time sharing your ideas with
intelligent individuals. Of course, you want them to tell you their latest thinking. Conversations that
involve a lot of questions and answers stimulate your mind. You know you have spent your time
wisely when you have a number of new ideas, theories, or concepts to somehow file away or
remember for future use.

Empathy
Shared Theme Description
People who are especially talented in the Empathy theme can sense the feelings of other people by
imagining themselves in others’ lives or others’ situations.
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Your Personalized Strengths Insights
What makes you stand out?
Driven by your talents, you bring a certain degree of awareness about human behavior to the
classroom, laboratory, seminar, playing field, or tutoring session. Perhaps you tune in to what
individuals are thinking or feeling at a particular moment. These insights might make you a better
educator. It’s very likely that you sometimes say you are a good trainer or instructor for certain kinds
of individuals. Perhaps you are aware of how a person feels at the start of a session. Maybe this
enables you to adjust your coaching techniques to fit current moods or interest levels of the individual.
You might take into account how someone reacted during your last encounter. Once in a while, you
detect a few subtle or not-so-subtle emotional or mental changes. By nature, you routinely give
yourself credit for overcoming problems or conquering obstacles. Your ability to find solutions
contributes to your optimistic attitude. You often notice individuals who are defeated by life’s
challenges. You want to help them better cope with their difficulties. When you can encourage people
to take action, they are apt to feel much better about themselves and life in general. Chances are
good that you engender in many people a heightened sense of self-worth. You have a knack for
helping individuals feel that you appreciate, treasure, or admire them. Because of your strengths, you
are enthusiastic about life when individuals trust you enough to share their most personal thoughts or
feelings.
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